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Abstract

Standard English and General American are part of varieties of English that are used and learned in
education world. Formerly only Standard English had been taught, but lcently General American has been
taWht as well. Nowadays, both varieties of General American and Standard English are found in university

"of Indonesia. Based on this phenomena, the rvriters think, some p4oblem may occur when deciding rvhich
variety to teach in the classroom. The purpose of this study is to finiout the aititudes of eight EFI lecturers
of English toward differert varieties of English, namely Standard English and General Amirican. Likewise,
the researchers want to find out ifthese varieties are reflected in their classroom teaching as well as rvhat
their views are on student's use of the variety of English in question. The study was carried out in Islamic
University of Riau Pekanbaru. The participants were inteiviewed by "alternative,, and ..open ended',
questions- The results of this study showed that the Standard English variety was most freqlently used
among English lecturers at Islamic University ol Riau when teaching speaking English than ihe General
American variety. Furthermore, the lecturers' varieties illustrated thaistandardtngiish was considered as'formal", "educated", "polite","better constnrction of sentence", etcetera. deneral e-"ri.un *u,
described as being "friendly", "simple", ,,commonly used;', ,?oung approached" and so on.

rds: General American. Standard

Introduction
English has many differences in use, such as: dialects. varieties and accents by many people in the

world especially in speaking. In teaching speaking. lecturers sometime use Standard Engliih varieties and
the others use General American. The trvo varieties, Standard English and General American are often usedby lecturers in teaching materials.-There is no'"better" or 'lvoise" for the varieties of both British and
American because they have advantages depending on horv and rvhere the tanguage used.

The ability to use English is necessary for studies; travel in other countries and for social and
professional international contexts. As rve knor'v- the use of English norvadays has spread all over the world.
People use English to interact rvith the others rvho come from diflerent itu""s una languages. Then. in
academic atmosphere, English is widely used b1 scholars- not only in intemational ctisse"s- but also in
national classes. The scholars a-re encouraged to have a good skill in English. In this case. English has
essential roles in some context of situations.

Preisler (1999:262) states that teaching a tbreign language be-eins with the choice of that particular
regional and/or social varietl'. of the language. rvhich is to provide the learners' linguistic model. Horvever.
countless of people around the rvorld speak English- and as a result of this many lifferent dialects can be
used as a model of pronunciation u,hen teachin-e English- R<innerdal and Johansson (2005:12) claim that such
a model should be a dialect that is easy to understand and not restricted to a cerlain social or geographical
area- That is, it should be a form of English encountered tbr example when travelling, and a forlm for which
there is much teaching material available.

In English program of FKIP-UIR Pekanbalu. English is a core subject; General American and
Standard English are used by the lecturers and students. 'Ihe 

-eoal for teaching English to the students is to
deepen students' understanding of En-elish as spoken language in differJnt fa,ts of the rvorld. and
improvetheir ability to understand the contents of communicatir,'e english in varieiies of media(Skolverket).
In the previous- Standard English is the onl-v- varietv taught in English program of FKIp-UIR pekanbaru. butin the new Curriculum, it is clarifled that Standard English or General American can be used u,hen
teaching English (Erickson. 2009). So. lecturers can choose betu,een the trvo standard varieties Stancjard
English or General American rvhen teaching.

The purpose of this research is to determine the most frequently between General American and
Standard English variety used b;Englishlecturers \.\,hen teaching'speating at semester four of English
program of FKIP-UIR Pekanbaru.
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The instruments used in this research is intervierv: it is to find out u,hat is the most fiequently
language varieties used by lecturers in teaching speaking and whether both General American and Standard
English are reflected in the classroorn. Do lecturers have opinions about Standard English and General
American?

There are some questions as intervieu' guideline asked to the lecturers. they are:
l. What English variety do you tiequently speak? Why?
2. Which varieties do you prefer to speak- General American or Standard English?

wh;"?
3. What variety is being taught in your speaking class?
4. Which variety- General American or Standard English- would you like your -

students to speak? Why?
5. What do you think of General American and Standard English variety in speaking?

This intelvielv expected to collect the informatior.rthat related with the most frequently use of English
variety by lecturers in teaching speaking. u,hich variety - Standard English or General American variety used
in teaching and learning process.

In short- it is necessary to conduct the research entitled "An Analysis of Standard English and General
American Varieties in Teaching Speaking of English Program of FKIP-UIR Pekanbaru."

Review of Related Theories
Pyles and Algeo (1993: 212) state that "English is unmistakably one language, with two major

national varieties: British and American". Thomas et al (2004:175) add that there are some varieties of
Standard English globally. Nonetheless, there are two major standard varieties: Standard English and
Standard American English. which both. in spite of sharing many similarities, also have their differences.

In addition, Thomas et al (2004: 174) explain that "part of the ideology of Standard English is that it is
the'correct'form ofthe language and that other varieties are'incorrect'. Furthermore, they make clearthat
Standard English is the dialect of institutions such as government and the law: it is the dialect of literacy and
education; it is the dialect taught as'English'to foreign learners; and it is the dialect ofthe higher social
classes"; thus adding that Standard English is the prestige form ofEnglish.

Accordin-e to Svartvik and Leech. (2006:153). the most apparent differences between British English
and General American can be detected in vocabulary as rvell as in pronunciation and spoken- So many rvords
differ in British English and General American. For instance- in General American one uses the word s/ore,
rvhilst the British English equivalent is shop. In terms of the pronunciation of postvocalic lrl - i.e. the lr/
sound a{ter a vowel in words like slorz; car andfather - there is'an additional obvious difference between
British English and General American. People rvho speak British English do not pronounce the /r/. lvhile
people speaking General American do (Modiano 1996: l5).

Furthermore. Trudgill and Hanah (1994:5a) state that there are also words that differ in terms of
stress. For instance. in rvords like address, maga:ine and cigarette, people rvho speak British English stress
the last s;-'llable. rvhile people speak General American stress the first.

Moreover. Trudgill and Hannah also put foruard that there are <iifferences betlveen British English
and General American in terms of spelling. For example. in General American one spells colorwithout the
/u{ rvhile in British English the same rvord is spell as colour. What is more, the word centre/center is spellt
centre in British English and center in General American. There are also differences in the final sound in
words f ike analy:e (Ceneral American). and analvse (British English) (Trudgill & Hannah 1994:84).

Based on the theories above- the researchers concluded that there are some aspects can be analy.zed in
Standard En-elish and General American varieties. but the researchersjust analyzed three aspects: vocabulary,
pronunciation. grammar.

Data Analysis and Discussion
The researchers used intervieu to flnd out rvhat eight lecturers' thoughts about the most fl'equently

varieties use betrveen General American or Standard English in teaching speaking and rvhether these English
varieties are retlected u'hen thel- are teaching in the classroom. Do lecturers have preconceived opinions
about Standard English and General American'? Furthermore. the researchers analvze the results of interrieu
as lbllorv:

I Wltot English variety Standani English or General Anterican tloyoufrequently speok? Ilhl:?
Based on the result of interview- the researcher found that 50 percent (4org) of lecturers used Standard

English. 37.5 percent (3org) used General American" and 12.5 (lorg) used Standard English and General
American. (Sl) and (S4) state that they'spoke Standard English in teaching speaking because they were from
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Australian University. So- they spoke Standard English in every situation. Another lecturer (S2) used
General American in teaching speaking. He said tha'. he uses more General American in teaching speaking
because he has some native speakers of American. So he liked General American to speak in all of situation-
In addition. (56) used Standard English in teaching because she taught English Course students that used
Standard English. (S3) explained that she used both varieties - Standard English and General American -
u'hen speaking. She pointed out that the reason for speaking Standard English and General American because
she u'as very much influenced by her lecturers.

Moreover, (S5) spoke Standard English because she graduated fiom one of Mala1, University that
commonlv uses Standard English. (S7) and (S8) informed that they spoke General American caused b1'
influencing of the movie, TV and they also state that General American were friendly and much easier.

Based on the statements above, the researcher concludes that there are severai different reasons for
speaking a certain variety of English, and the environment has a significant role in this situation. In addition-
the variety'that is used-by.the lecturers whether it is Standard English or General American is very much
connected to their enioiion'i1 liking as well as experience. Howevei. it can be seen that the majority of the
lecturers anslver that the use of particular variety of English because they were influenced by their
environment, lecturer and previous education.

2 Llthich variety do you prefer to speak, General Americon or Standard English? llhy?
Lecturer as (Sl) said that she preferred Standard English because she assumed that Standard English

was"polite", "formal" and"educated" than General American. Another lecturer (S4) statesthat she prefers
Standard English because she used to this variety in communication with other. Two male lecturers (S7) and
(S8) stated that they preferred General American because it is easy to use and easy to be understood in daily
conversation. Then, one female lecturer (S3) who spoke mix of StandardEnglish and General American
pointing out that this was very much depends on the environment atmosphere "I think that the language is
influenced by the environment atmosphere ". (S5) declared that she spoke Standard English since this varietl'
sounds "formal" and "educated..

In addition, one lecturer (56) informed that she liked Standard English because "Received
Pronuncialion " she thought that it is the importance.to use proper and correct English. One lecturer (S2)
preferred General American because he ihinks it iS commonly used in conversation. He also said that
speaking in General American varietymore "neulral" andeasier regatding pronunciation and vocabulary.

"vhich 
are some of the many reasons for speakin-eGeneral American. "l think that it is common and many

people prefer this variety to speak".
Based on explanation above, it is clear that all ofthe lecturers as participant in this research have their

own reasons in using,a certain variety of English in teaching speaking. Furthermore, the researchers think
that there is no problem what variety is used by lecturer when teaching and communicating.

3. What variegt is being taught in !*our classroom? ll/hy?
Lecturer (S3) spoke Standard En-elish and Ceneral American at the time rvhen teaching and

communicating, she thinks that it is important to present the relationship between General American and
Slandard English to the studenis, since they (General American and Standard English) influence each other.
He continues by clarifying: "There are some dfferences behueen these varieties bur such as its
pronunciation. So, I think that it is OK to mix them as vell as tny students undersland". The researchers
certainly agree for the reason that it may be difficult to teach and learn how to distinguish pronunciation ofa
foreign language like English rvhere pronunciation differs rvith the various dialects. Still, the researchers
believe that the lecturer must be arvare of the differences and be able to explain them if necessary. lf a leamer
of English does not distinguish the differences - in pronunciation. vocabulary, and grammar - betrveen
General American and Standard English, it can make he/she confuse to use the varietl, in speaking.

Lecturer (Sl) thought that using Standard English when teaching speaking can increase the students
knorvledge in using English variety she added her statement; "standard Engtish is ntore educated than
General Anrerican. so cts a leacher candidate nry students should comprehend Standard English for their
speaking variety".lt is the reason r.r'hy she chose Standard English variety in teaching speaking. One olmale
lecturer (S7) said that he taught General American because it is more interested tbr the students because it is
comnronly used in social interaction.

Then, one lecturer (S2) stated that he used General Amelican r.vhen teaching because his students have
a more positive respond torvards this variety. General American than Standard English because the students
used to hear General American in their daily lif'e stan from movie and other entenainments. Another lecturer
(56) thinks that Standard English appears more "polile and", "better construcfion in sentence than General
American. So, she used Standard English variety rvhen teaching especially r.vhen teaching speaking. Another
lecturer (55) says that Standard English is important to be learnt because it is necessary to continue her study
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to abroad. Fufthet'more. a female lecturer (S4) uses Standard English because she finds it "great" and
"correct". One lecturer (S8) thinks that General American variety "make students comfort" because it is
"easy to be underslood'.

The statements above indicated that lbur (50%) t'emale lecturers used Standard English in teaching
speaking because the students need to learn some varieties oflanguage such as Standard English and General
American- it is to add their skill in using language in speaking rvhen they teach latter. Furthermore. three
(375%) male lecturers used General American variety in teaching, they thought General American that it
n'as easier to understand by students. Meanr.l,hile, one (12.5Yo) lecturer mix both Standard English and
General American in teaching speaking. the lecturer used both Standard English and General American in
teaching speaking because it is necessary to know other variety in speaking not only one variety.

4 llthich vorie\t - General American or Slandard English - woultl you like your
st ude n ts to. s p e o k'? W h-y ?

The teacher-(61) liked her students to speak Standard English because she thought that this variety is
more "polite", "smarl" and'formal". Another lecturer (S4) said that Standard English is more accepted to
speak in different varieties of English lately; she wants her students to be familiar with several varieties and
not only one. In addition, a female lecturer (36) also stated that ln" Iit 

" 
her students use Standard English

frequently; it is to make her students familiar in using this variety.Furthermore, one female lecturer (S5)
made clear that she preferred her students to use Standard English because this variety was formal one, it
needed by students to know to get thejob because Standard English used in many office and formal place.

ln addition, another lecturer (57) Iiked his students used both Standard English and General American
but she prefers his students use General American to speak in communication. He added his statement that
the students have benefit ifthey leam different varieties and not learn one variety only-

Furthermore, one lecturer (S2) informed: "American English is commonly use".He says that this
variety has a "younger approach" which is another reason rvhy students should use this variety. Moreover,
one lecturer (S8) pointed out that he prefers his students to speak General American because it isfriendly and
"simple one".

The last lecturers (S3) explained that she supported her students to mix those Standard English or
General American. She hoped his students can use both Standard English and General American because
both Standard English and General American were useful for the students to know and mastery.

Points out of statements above are three lecturers support their students to use American English in
speakin-e and communication, but four lecturers prefer their students use Standard English. Another lecturer
chooses mix both ofthem to use by her students. She thinks it is better for the students to knorv both Standard
English and General American.

ll/hat do yott think of General American and Standard English?
All of lecturers have the same opinion about General American and Standard English. They stated

that Standard English is the form of English used in the United Kin-edom and General American is form of
English used in United States. The two varieties of English most rvidely' found in speaking and taught around
the world are British and American.

Four of Lecturers said that Standard En-elish used in tbrmal situation but General American in
informal situation. Another opinion of three lecturers rvas Standard English was more polite than General
American. One of these comments was "GeneralAmerican is infornnl in use meanvhile Standard English
used in formal silualion". Furthermore- another lecturer states that this variety - General American is
"simple" and "commonly used".

Three lecturers claim that General American is easier to understand than Standard English. One of
these lecturers highlights: "General ..lmerican is easier to contprehend than Standard English". A male
lecturer thought that General American wasf iendlyand easier to pronounce". In addition, one lecturer said
that Ceneral American used as "lnternaliottol language". Furlhermore. one male lecturer found that General
American was "cooler" than Standard English. Another lecturer found out that the intonation of General
American is "nicer". Additionally- two lecturers used the v-ord "nice" u,hen expressing something that they
like- One comment tvas: "Standard English shottedwhen lecturet'speaks in teaching speoking particularly
in prontrnciation of vord "sure". Trvo lecturers claim that Standard English is more "educated" and has
"better constructiotl in sentence" r.r,hen comparison to General American- Moreover. one lecturer argues that
Standard English sounds "better" and ".sntart". The most common comments. fbur of eight lecturers concern
Standard English because it has to do rvith the lormality of this varietl'. One ol-these commentsis: "British
English is more formal lhanAmerican English".

The opinion above illustrates that there are many opinion of the lecturers have towards the two
English varieties - Standard English and General American - among the eight lecturers parricipating in this
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studv. Furthermore. depending on \\,hat liking the lectulers have the-v olien use dift'erent \.vords when
explaining the varieties. Words like "educated","better constrltction oJsentence", "original" and "correct"
are frequentlv used \vhen describing Standard English, while General American is perceived as being "cool",
"Jlounger approach", "commonly used " and "simple", etcetera.

Conclusion
Different English dialect often expresses some varieties in speaking. In addition. there are some

differences - in. pronunciation- vocabulary, and grammar in using Standard English and General American
varieties. Betrveen these varieties in interaction difficulties may easily occur. That is way- the researchers
conduct this research to find out of the most frequently use Standard English and General American variety
among English lecturers of Islamic University of Riau when teaching speaking.

Based on the result of interview the English varieties - Standard English and General American used
by lecturers reflected rvhen teaching speaking in the classroom and preconceived opinions about St-andal:C
English and General American, the researchers concluded that the Standard English variety is more-
frequently used among eight lecturers. than the General American variety. The results show that the majority
of the lecturers (50 per cent) use Standard English when teaching. Furthermore, the lecturers' English
varieties Standard English and General American illustrate thdtstandard English is considered as "formal",
"educated", "polite","beller conslruclion of senlence", etcetera. General American was described as being
'friendly", "simple", "commonly used", "young approached" and so on. We conclude that the
characteristics of Standard English can be seen as more preferred for educational puiposes, than those of
General American-
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